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Concentrated heavy duty remover of 
mineral salts and red dirt staining
Formulated for removal of the heaviest red dirt staining from painted surfaces.  
Removes staining quickly and effectively leaving a smooth chemically polished surface.

DILUTIONS
• Heavy Staining—Mix 1 part WHITE HOT to 1 part 

water.
• Light Staining—Mix 1 part WHITE HOT to  2 parts 

water.

DIRECTIONS
1.  Apply with a low pressure spray working in small 

sections
2.  Allow 2-3 minutes contact time. Do NOT allow to dry.
3. Agitate if severe staining
4. Pressure wash off
5.  Use WHITE HOT in-between  washes to maintain 

stain free surfaces

Discuss with Challenge Chemicals representative for 
the best dispensing options.

WARNING
Avoid skin and eye contact.

PACKAGING
5L/25L/200L/1000L

Ready to use heavy duty remover of 
mineral salts and red dirt staining

Formulated for removal of the heaviest red dirt staining from painted surfaces.  
Removes staining quickly and effectively leaving a smooth chemically polished surface.

DILUTIONS
Ready to use. Use neat.

DIRECTIONS
1.  Apply with a low pressure spray working in small 

sections
2.  Allow 2-3 minutes contact time. Do NOT allow to dry.
3. Agitate if severe staining
4. Pressure wash off
5.  Use WHITE HOT in-between washes to maintain stain 

free surfaces

Discuss with a Challenge Chemicals representative for 
the best dispensing options.

WARNING
Avoid skin and eye contact.

PACKAGING
25L/200L/1000L
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Our best and strongest red dirt 
staining remover 
Heavily reduces cleaning times
No scrubbing! Product does all  
the work

Polishes and restores oxidised 
painted surfaces
Proven results even in our harshest 
conditions
Concentrated formula

Our best and strongest red dirt 
staining remover 
Heavily reduces cleaning times
No scrubbing! Product does all  
the work

Polishes and restores oxidised 
painted surfaces
Proven results even in our harshest 
conditions
Ready to use formulation


